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Tel: 0113 242 8343 
E-mail: info@transformersystems.co.uk

Transformer Systems have been inspecting & 
advising on pallet racking, mezzanine floor & 
shelving installations since we started in 2004. 
Our SEMA approved inspector can help to keep 
your warehouse & workplace safe. 
 
Call us today for a no obligation quote  
(Tel: 0113 2428343).

Racking that is unsafe or improperly maintained poses a significant risk of collapse. In the event in 
which racking collapses, results can vary, from warehouse operation impacts, product loss/damage, 
human life endangerment and legal penalties such as fines or imprisonment.
To reduce the risk of potential hazards, awareness of safe procedures are to be followed. Ensuring 
racking is correctly installed, regularly inspected, properly maintained and everyday safe usage of the 
equipment.

Racking Dangers

Do I Need An Inspection? 
 
Rack inspections are required under PUWER 
Regulations 1998 (because pallet racking 
‘falls under the category of work equipment, 
which must be maintained and inspected on 
a regular basis’.) and recommended in the 
HSE’s HGS76: “Warehousing & Storage - A 
guide to health and safety” document.

Employers are required to place health and 
safety arrangements under legislation of 
the Health and Safety at Work Regulations 
1999. The Provision and Use of Work 
Equipment Regulations 1998 also state 
that any equipment used by employees 
must be inspected by a competent person, 
maintained to a safe condition and suitable 
for use.

Racking Inspections are advised 
where: 

• Racking is already damaged
• Racking is likely to become damaged
• Taking measures to prevent                                                                                                                                          
            accidents
• Calculating the load capacity of your   
 storage system
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Our Inspection Process 
 
Our racking inspector will visit your site upon the agreed date. 
During inspection we will thoroughly audit all shelving and 
mezzanine flooring.  Shortly after the inspection, you will receive a 
comprehensive written report will all information required to resolve 
any potential hazards.
Any serious damage found, will be highlighted on-site and racking 
offloaded.

How Often Do I Need My Racking Inspected? 
 
HSE recommends the following for the annual inspection;
“‘Expert’ inspections 646 A technically competent person should 
carry out inspections at intervals of not more than 12 months. A 
written report should be submitted to the PRRS with observations 
and proposals for any action necessary. 647 A technically competent 
person might be a trained specialist within an organisation, a 
specialist from the rack supplier, or an independent qualified rack 
inspector”

Two types of inspections should be carried out, informal and formal.

All racking should be inspected informally by warehouse supervisors. 
The frequency of these inspections is based on whether the warehouse is in high usage, what materials 
are stored and requirements for material storage. Usually these informal inspections are carried out 
between weekly to monthly.

Formal inspections are carried out every half a year to a year by a pallet racking inspector whom is 
knowledgeable and experienced in racking damage, preferably by a qualified inspector. These formal 
inspections are clearly documented and the survey will classify the damage severity and list any 
recommended actions for correction of damage.

racking damage isn’t always this obvious
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Why choose Transformer Systems?

With 15 years’ experience in design and installation of pallet racking, we are confident in our 
knowledge and ability to identify any hazards or damage within your warehouse. Our SEMA 
approved racking inspector uses the HSE’s traffic light warning system. We produce a straight 
forward digital report highlighting the more serious issues, allowing you to prioritise remedial 
action.

Who are SEMA? 
 
SEMA (Storage Equipment Manufacturers Association) is 
the British trade association of the storage equipment 
industry. This organisation establishes and publish 
technical standards for all types of storage equipment, 
assuring a level of standard with whom are approved as 
installers and inspectors. 
 
“SEMA Approved Inspectors are highly qualified professionals. 
To achieve the SEMA Approved Inspector qualification the 
applicant is required to undertake an intensive three day 
training course and successfully complete both a written 
examination and practical assessment. The qualified inspector 
(often abbreviated to SARI standing for SEMA Approved Rack 

Why a SEMA Approved 
Inspector? 
 
As well as being a competent, regular 
and experienced storage equipment 
inspector, individuals who wish to 
undergo the course for this qualification 
need certain traits. Candidatess should 
be qualified to HND/degree level and 
require “sound observational skills”, “a 
robust understanding” and “a keen eye 
for detail” as stated by Mike Pace (SEMA 
Associate Member) in 2015. 
 
This means you can trust our inspector 
to uphold a set standard, with a detailed 
report which helps the workplace assure 
safety.

Inspector) must also commit to a programme of on-going CPD (Continuous Professional Development) to 
maintain the qualification.” - SEMA (sema.org.uk)
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How much weight can my pallet racking carry? 

 If the original design specification has been lost it can be possible to determine the weight capacity 
of some types of racking if markings or measurements can be taken & referred back to the 
manufacturer for confirmation.

Loading notices can be supplied after inspection if required.
Notices are developed by us to highlight load capacities and racking safety practices. All notices are 
designed to SEMA Standards.

How Much do Racking 
Inspections Cost? 

This is dependent on a number of 
factors including quantity of racking, 
layout, type of racking system, size 
of warehouse & ease of access to the 
racking. An existing plan of your racking 
will help us to quote for the inspection 
as well as correlate the report back to 
your existing racking locations.


